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Exhibition preview CMT, 11th - 19th January 2020, Stuttgart, Hall 7, Stand F74 

 

With GOK on the safe side 

GOK Caramatic line: Comfortable gas supply in caravans. 

 

Marktbreit, November 2019 – Whether it is heating while driving or the reliable gas supply 

in the stationary leisure vehicle: GOK offer with their Caramatic line all components that 

are required for a safe use of gas in the motorhome and caravan. The family-owned 

company from Lower Franconia in Germany presents at the CMT 2020 the gas regulation 

devices Caramatic DriveOne and DriveTwo with their integrated GOK crash sensor.   

 

The GOK crash sensor allows the use of the heater in the leisure vehicle already while driving, 

so that the vehicle is comfortably warmed up upon arrival. In the event of a collision, the GOK 

crash sensor reliably closes the gas supply. The gas regulation device DriveOne (for one-

cylinder systems) as well as DriveTwo (for two-cylinder systems) are equipped with the crash 

sensor. In line with this, GOK introduce the high pressure hose assembly Caramatic 

ConnectDrive with excess flow valve. Thanks to optional country-specific connectors at the 

ConnectDrive hose assemblies, campers can operate the gas installation Europe-wide with gas 

cylinders from different countries.  

 

The gas filter Caramatic ConnectClean completes the installation. It reliably protects the gas 

system as well as connected gas appliances against contamination and resulting malfunctions.  

 

Components of the Caramatic line for the stationary operation of gas heater, fridge and co. will 

also be shown on the CMT, including products such as the changeover valves Caramatic 

ProTwo with integrated pressure regulator and Caramatic SwitchTwo as well as the pre-

pressure regulator type DE 50/30 to reduce the operating pressure from 50 to 30 mbar. 
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Easy and cost-effective conversion 

Caramatic DriveOne und DriveTwo score with a very easy installation or modification: If new 

components are required after the prescribed ten-year replacement period has expired, 

Caramatic saves the operator from having to make expensive modifications to his system. 

Reason: They have the same installation dimensions as the devices MonoControl CS and 

DuoControl CS of the manufacturer Truma which have so far been available on the market. Also 

a possibly used remote display as well as a de-icer can simply be taken over and operated 

further. The operator is on the safe side also in terms of compatibility, because the entire range 

of system components for the gas operation in motorhomes has been perfectly matched to each 

other. Visitors to the CMT can obtain detailed information about the entire Caramatic line at our 

stand and receive advice on the uncomplicated installation or conversion. 

 
 

Background information 

GOK produced the system components which they offer today under their own Caramatic brand 

previously for the company Truma in Putzbrunn. So GOK have years of experience in this field. 

After the end of the partnership between the two companies, GOK develop and manufacture the 

Caramatic line themselves and exclusively in Germany. The Europe-wide distribution is also 

made through the GOK headquarters in Marktbreit, Germany.  

 

About the company 

GOK Regler- und Armaturen-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. is Germany's leading address in 

regulation technology for LPG and heating oil. The portfolio of the medium-sized company 

comprises far more than just regulators and fittings. GOK offer a complete range of components, 

solutions and systems for each of the sectors LPG installations, LPG in leisure time, oil firing 

installations and tank management. Moreover, they support their customers with service and 

know-how transfer. Founded in Ochsenfurt/Germany in 1968, the family-owned company has 

now its headquarters in Marktbreit near Würzburg, Germany and is managed by Dieter Kleine 

and Gerald Unger.  
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GOK Regler- und Armaturen-Gesellschaft mbH & Co. KG 
Andreas Braun 
Obernbreiter Straße 2-18 
97340 Marktbreit / Germany 
T: +49 9332 404-880 
M: a.braun@gok-online.de 
www.gok.de 
 
Media contact 
RICHTER B2B 
Hilke Knoop 
Farmerstraße 13 
82194 Gröbenzell / Germany 
T:  +49 8142 4464202 
M: h.knoop@richter-b2b.com  
www.richter-b2b.com 


